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EC-DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Directive 93/42/EEC
Products in MDD Class I


Schottlander Super Soft Flexible Nitrile Examination Gloves, Schottlander Soft Touch Flexible Nitrile Examination Gloves, Schottlander Simply Soft Flexible Nitrile Examination Gloves, Schottlander Flexible Nitrile Examination Gloves, Schottlander LA Low Allergy Powder Free Examination Gloves, Schottlander Comfort LX LA Low Allergy Examination Gloves, Schottlander Aloe Gloves Soft, Schottlander LA Low Allergy Procedure Gloves, Schottlander Surgical Face Masks

Doric Definition Super Soft Putty, Doric Definition High Definition Wash, Doric Quicktime Soft Putty, Doric Quicktime Flo-Light, Doric Soft Snap Set Putty, Doric Regular Snap Set Putty, Doric Flo-Light, Doric Light, Doric Mono, Doric Heavy, Doric Extra Heavy, Doric First, Doric Easy Mixer, Doric Easy Heavy, Doric Easy Mono, Doric Easy First, Doric Easy Putty, Doric Bite Hard, Doric Bite Extra Hard, Doric Universal Adhesive, Verone Putty Plus, Verone Perfecting Paste, Verone Catalyst Paste, Fidelity 25 Alginate, Doric Wax, HC Stents Coronation Composition

Doric Impression Trays, Doric Mixing Tips for Small Cartridge, Yellow Tips for Doric Light/Flo-Light, Doric Gun, Doric Intraoral Tips for Pink Tips, Doric Intraoral Tips for Yellow Tips, Pink Tips for Doric Heavy/Bite/Mono, Doric Bite Occlusal Tips, Doric Easy Mixing Tips, Doric Pre-Cut Impression Separation Wafers, Pink tips for Doric First, Green tips for Doric Extra Heavy Fast

Quicktemp Dispenser Gun, Quicktemp Mixing Tips, Quicktemp Cosmetic Flowable Composite Mixing tips, Quicktemp Applicators, Schottlander Capsule Applicator, Delphic Spatulas, Delphic Mixing Pads

Schottlander Endo Finger Pluggers, Schottlander Endo Finger Spreaders, Schottlander Endo Hand Hedstrom Files, Schottlander Endo Hand Flexible K Files, Schottlander Endo Canal Finders, Schottlander Endo Barbed Broaches with Spiral Handles, Schottlander Endolocking Tweezers, DG16 Probe, Schottlander Rubber Stops, Schottlander Dental Clamps, Schottlander Dental Dam Frame, Schottlander Dental Dam Clamp Forceps, Schottlander Dental Dam Punch

Schottlander Dentarolls, Schottlander Dental Napkins, Schottlander Mouthwash Tablets, Schottlander Prophylaxis Paste


Magilight Light Curing Special Tray Blanks, Magilight Dry Coat
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